2005 suzuki katana

The Suzuki Katana is a standard motorcycle sold between and and then since It was designed in
â€” by Target Design of Germany for Suzuki. The unfaired ED1 design featured a tall, sculpted
fuel tank , with both curves and straight edges that merged the tank with a concave seat flanked
by angular side panels. This meant that the rider essentially sat more in the motorcycle than on
it as was the norm. The shark-like faired ED2 was a more radical design which incorporated
favorable aerodynamics, with a special emphasis placed on high-speed stability, and was
repeatedly wind tunnel tested in Italy. The production valve Katanas of differed only slightly
from the prototype; changes included a small wind deflector screen, paired mufflers, and black
accent paint on the front fender and airbox covers. Target's design philosophyâ€”keeping
components compact and close-fittingâ€”was applied to all areas of the bike's design to reduce
production costs, weight, and number of components required. Examples include the
overlapping dials on the instrument cluster, and the offset fuel cap, which allowed for a clean
continuous seam weld on the tank. Upon the GSXS Katana's release in late , Suzuki claimed it to
be the fastest mass-production motorcycle in the world, [4] ensuring that its new looks were
matched by unprecedented performance levels. So radical was the design departure from
previous mass-market cycles that most major motorcycle magazines of the era thought the
design would not appeal to the masses. Portions of the design ethos are still visible in many
current sport bikes , including the faired-in seat and tank. The GSXSZ circa was a cc variant of
the GSXSZ produced in sufficient numbers to homologate the bike as a production machine that
was eligible for racing modification under the then-current international superbike racing rules
which included a cc displacement limit. Faced with the single-seat Honda CBR , which on paper
looked likely to be the dominant machine in the upcoming local production racing series, the
New Zealand Suzuki distributor at the time asked Suzuki for a new, upgraded machine to beat
the Honda. The E27 SXZ was fitted with wire wheels, more powerful GSGZ front brakes, Mikuni
round-slide oval-bore VM32SS carburettors, larger 33mm bore mufflers same as fitted to the
previous Castrol 6 Hour special, the GSXT , performance camshafts thought most likely to be
Yoshimura profiles [7] as Pops Yoshimura was building Suzuki superbikes and TT machines for
competition during this period , braided brake lines, and an extra set of bronze sintered clutch
plates. Australia also received the Australian-market E This model received a number of
modifications, including lightweight wire wheels with high-performance tires, heavier brake
disks, 98 link chain and sprockets, a grab strap to the rear of the seat, a unique front fender, and
mounting hardware along with alternate mirrors and a lever activated ignition safety and stop
switch. The Australian machines were fitted with standard SZ engines, which received improved
carburetors and a new inlet manifold. In New Zealand, the wire-wheeled bike won the National
Production Championship, as well as numerous club and national races. There were plans for a
model year Katana SXD to be produced, but it never went into production. Appearing in was the
Katana SE with a pop-up headlight , still using an air-oil cooled engine. These were quite
popular, even when their performance was easily outdone by other competitors at the time. The
Katana name was reused, primarily in the North American market, for the revised GSX-F series
from the end of the s through to These same models were offered in Europe, but without the
Katana name, which was absent in Europe from until the arrival of a line of 50 cc scooters.
Features used by the design team for the original Katana can be seen in many motorcycles of
the s through the present, from Suzuki's own XN85 Turbo bike to subtle markings on the RG
two-stroke bikes. The fact that modern sport motorcycles generally have a fairing and seat that
visually merge into a sloped fuel tank is directly traceable to the original Katana ED1 and ED2
designs. Since , Suzuki has reused the Katana name for its redesigned model. Its styling pays
homage to the original design. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the s
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until , the Katana served as a first ride for many motorcycling and sport bike enthusiasts. From
its inception, the Katana GSX featured exhilarating potential for raw speed, as well as signature
Suzuki handling. The Suzuki Katana models were offered as the F and F, and both represent a
perfect meld of sport cycle. The Suzuki Katana offered more comfort than a GP-inspired sport
bike, with a little more racing influence than is usually offered to most sport touring models.
Well-represented in the sport class, this versatile ride is capable of customization. The power
plant of the Katana remains true to the Suzuki sport bike tradition. A cc, liquid cooled, inline
four cylinder, boasting sixteen valves and electronic fuel injection, delivers a throttle response
that is typically reserved for sport bikes, and high-end sports cars. The engine symmetry is near
perfect. It turns runs smoothly in all RPM ranges, and offers surprising power at any range.
Blast away from slow moving traffic or from a standstill, and this bike will achieve the legal
speed limit and beyond with a few clicks of the gear lever. Working rapidly through the six
speed transmission may become a daily task for the more adventurous riders. The Suzuki
Katana F's top speed is listed at mphâ€”more than enough for any rider to catch a thrill, and
potentially attract a few law enforcement officers in the process. Handling and maneuverability
on the Suzuki Katana are best described as precise. The front and rear suspensions are
adjustable to rider preference, and the dual hydraulic disc brakes in the front make for
impressively smooth stopping power. They are accompanied by a single hydraulic disc brake
on the rear. The full body fairing of the Suzuki Katana wraps around the front of the bike,
allowing only a peek at the front fork. The front windscreen serves the excellent aerodynamic
and practical function of keeping bugs, grit, and grime out of the operator's face. The smooth
lines and joints, from fairing to tank, make the Suzuki Katana one of the best-looking entry-level
sport bikes available to riders. The two-up seat offers comfort and ample space for both an
operator, and a passenger. This feature is most worth considering for potential owners who
may desire to hit the open road for weekend jaunts. The ride of the Suzuki Katana F and F are
similar, and both bikes serve as excellent entry-level motorcycles to the rider desiring
something in the sport class. The performance will be thoroughly enjoyed, as will the overall
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